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YOU GOTTA ENGAGE
build relationships. in order to get your target
audience to engage with you, you must engage
with them. its that simple. be sure to respond to
comments and dm's. like and comment on their
posts. find out how you can solve their
problems. social media is meant for users to be
social, do that!

BE YOUR AUTHENTIC
SELF
it's a lot easier than you think to tell the
real from the fake. be yourself, brand with
authenticity. people buy into your brand's
personality before they do the product or
service. be creative, be intentional, be real!

GREAT CONTENT ONLY
content has to be on point! create a theme for
your social media, this helps with content ideas
and consistency. create new posts each week
and post at least 2-3 times per week. pay
attention to the content that receives the most
attention and post more like it. social media is
like a relationship, it needs to stay fresh!
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BE RELATABLE &
TELL A STORY
posting great content is the key to engagement.
what helps drive that is using content that is
clean, polished, and relatable. it's important to
know your audience, identify your common
interests, and use that to engage with them. aim
for content that is share worthy.
keep your audience in the know at all times. tell
them what goes on behind the scenes through your
posts. get personal, just enough to help them
learn who you are and what you do. people want
to know who they are buying from, give them that.

EDUCATE
share tips, advice, and ways to work smarter
not harder. Your goal should be to provide
useful, relevant, free content to your audience.
Don't worry about giving away too much, the
more you give, the more you will get in return.
once they realize the value you offer for free,
they will buy more.

SHARE YOUR WINS
Advertise successes, it goes a long way. tell
them when your sales tripled, or you when you hit
your revenue goals. share client testomonials
and reviews. this not only shows your business is
growing and thriving, This will also make people
trust and respect you more. my personal favorite
result from this is motivation, it will drive you to
push further and set more goals to crush.
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BE CONSISTENT
consistency is king in anything you do.
implementing these tips is one thing, continuing
to apply them is key. schedule your posts.
plan ahead for your content. follow trends
and keep up with what's current so you can
take advantage of that by incorporating it in
your content. spend more time posting and
engaging verses scrolling. use social media
platforms intentionally, not just for fun.
don't focus on the end goal, which is to make
money from these platforms. focus on the
impact, are you telling your story? Are your
educating your audience? Are you posting
relevant content? once you do these things
consistently, the money will come.

LOOKING FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGEMENT?
Let us help!
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